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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has a cluster of 16 A200 nodes. Due to recent and
forecasted growth, they have decided to expand the cluster by
an additional 24 A200 nodes.
How many neighborhoods will exist on the cluster when all nodes
have joined the cluster?
A. 0
B. 1

C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B
Explanation:
Neighborhoods split at 20 nodes. So it already had 2
neighborhoods. With the addition of 24 nodes, it will have 3
neighborhoods in total.
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An integration developer is testing a long-running process
application for a customer. When the business process receives
a request, it invokes several other SCA services. During
integration testing, the developer finds that an unexpected
failure has occurred.
Which troubleshooting method gives the integration developer a
detailed hierarchical view of the invocation record, including
input and output data?
A. Load all the other integrated SCA services in the business
process to the same workspace.
B. Enable cross-component trace (XCT) with the Data Snapshot
option.
C. Put breakpoints at various places in the business process.
D. Change the log detail level to the SCA.* option in the
running server.
Answer: B
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